Reclassify by table do not work in Processing modeller

I'm trying to use the model builder and include the new native "Reclassify by table" algorithm, but I can't get the option to fill in the table that I want to reclassify after in Models.

It works fine if I just use the algorithm in QGIS (so the workaround is to do this step outside the model).

You need to add a parameter for classes in the modeler and fill in it with your values. Then this parameter will be available for selection.
Reopening - it should be possible to set a fixed table for use in a child algorithm without exposing this table to users.

Assignee set to Nyall Dawson.

% Done changed from 0 to 100

Status changed from Open to Closed.

Applied in changeset commit: qgis|eeff02fc14b96a6d3f95ac2122d1d82654dcl268.
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